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Article abstract
The downsizing and restructuring of welfare states is a global trend that,
despite criticisms by trade unions and traditional leftists, is being increasingly
accepted and even praised by progressive thinkers and activists wanting to
'empower' community initiatives. This article argues that the devolution of
powers over social programs to the philanthropic or community sector is not
especially new or original. In countries such as Canada, which lack the
historical split between private charity and the Poor Law that distinguishes the
emergence of social welfare in Britain, there has always been a 'mixed
economy' of social services, with the state usually funding and regulating
private charities but without exercising direct control over service delivery. An
original historical study of the emergence of the 'mixed economy' of social
welfare in the province of Ontario is thus a useful contribution to today's
debates about the virtues of non-state initiatives in social programs.
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